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Abstract:

Role-based authorizations for assigning tasks of workflows to roles/users are crucial to security management
in workflow management systems. The authorizations must enforce separation of duty (SoD) constraints to
prevent fraud and errors. This work discusses the authorization management of organizational roles in a
process-view. A process-view, an abstracted process (workflow) derived from a base process, can provide
adaptable task granularity to suit different needs of workflow participants. A novel authorization mechanism
is proposed to derive a role’s permissions on virtual activities based on the role’s permissions on base activities. The proposed authorization mechanisms consider duty-conflict relationships among base activities to
enforce SoD.

1

INTRODUCTION

A workflow (process) consists of a set of tasks (activity), and the ordering of tasks, or control flow
dependencies, that specify the order of execution
among the tasks. (Georgakopoulos et al., 1995)
Workflows commonly process sensitive business
information. Therefore, adequate access control
mechanisms are needed to protect workflow-related
sensitive information from insecure access.
Role-based access control (RBAC), (Ferraiolo et
al., 1995), (Ferraiolo and Kuhn, 1992), (Sandhu et al.,
1996) has become a widely accepted access control
mechanism for security management. Role-based
authorizations for assigning tasks of workflows to
roles/users are crucial to security management in
workflow management systems. The authorizations
must enforce separation of duty (SoD) constraints to
prevent fraud and errors.
A novel virtual workflow process, i.e., a process-view, in a WfMS is proposed by Shen and Liu
(Shen and Liu, 2004). A process-view, i.e., an abstracted process derived from an implemented base
process, is employed to provide aggregate abstraction

of a process. They focused on develop view mechanism in workflow management systems. They did not
discuss the aggregation of virtual activity and permissions for a role in a process-view.
This work discusses the authorization management of organizational roles in a process-view. The
derivation of a virtual process (process-view) involves grouping the base activities in a base process
and aggregation functions into virtual activities. This
work defines several permissions for a role on base
activities. The permissions for a role on a virtual
activity are according to the permissions of aggregated base activities under strict or lenient privilege
principle. An algorithm is proposed to derive permissions for a role on the virtual activity in general
cases. The derivation also considers the duty-conflict
relationships among base activities.

2

RELATED WORK

Role-based access control (RBAC), (Ferraiolo et al.,
1995), (Ferraiolo and Kuhn, 1992), (Sandhu et al.,
1996) has become a widely accepted access control
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mechanism for security management. In role-based
access control model, a user can play several roles
and a role can be assigned to several users. The permission assignments are not assigned to users but to
roles. Separation of duty (SoD) (Ferraiolo et al.,
1995), (Gligor et al., 1998), (Nash and Poland, 1990)
(Sandhu et al., 1996), (Simon and Zurko, 1997) is an
important feature of role-based access control model.
SoD is a security principle to spread the responsibility
and authority for a complex action or task over different users or roles, to prevent fraud and errors.
Several researchers (Ahn et al., 2002), (Atluri and
Huang, 1996), (Bertino et al., 1999), (Huang and
Atluri, 1999) have addressed role-based access control and authorization management in workflow systems. The major issues concern the design of
role-based authorization mechanisms in support of
separation of duty. Workflow management system
allows various participants to collaborate in effectively managing a workflow-controlled business
process. Shen and Liu (Shen and Liu, 2004) propose a
process-view workflow management to provide appropriate process abstraction for various roles within
an enterprise. Virtual activities are derived through
the bottom-up aggregation of base activities to provide various levels of abstraction of a base process.
They focus the process-view derived from base
process and do not analyze the permissions for a role
on a virtual activity in a process-view.

3

AUTHORIZATION
MANAGEMENT FOR
PROCESS-VIEW

A workflow consists of a set of tasks, and their order
of execution, according to control flow dependencies.
The various tasks in a workflow are typically performed by multiple collaborating users/roles in an
organization. A role implicitly defines a job position
and its corresponding authority to perform a set of
tasks. Each task is assigned to one or more roles.
Users are assigned appropriate roles based on their
capabilities. A role can be assigned to one or several
users. Moreover, roles are partially ordered by organizational position within the organization.
WfMS can help decision makers fully utilize
business processes. However, workers (representing
organizational roles) cannot easily obtain a global
view of a complex and large workflow. A process-view, an abstracted process derived from a base
process, is proposed to provide adaptable task
granularity in previous related work (Shen and Liu,
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2004). Process-view is a good solution that different
workflow participants can acquire different needs and
types of authority. For example, a general manager
may require aggregated information on a specific
process rather than detailed information. In addition,
an accounting manager may not have the authority or
need to know each specific step of the production
flow.
This work discusses the authorization management of organizational roles in a process-view. Several base activities are aggregated into a virtual activity in a process-view. An organizational role r’s
permissions on a virtual activity vai can be derived
from r’s permissions on those base activities belong
to vai. Moreover, the derivation needs to consider the
duty-conflict relationships among base activities.

3.1

Grouping and Data Aggregations

The derivation of a virtual process (process-view)
involves grouping the base activities in a base process
into virtual activities. A virtual activity contains a set
of base activities in the base process. Base activities
may manipulate some data objects. Data aggregations
may be specified on a virtual activity to provide aggregate views of data derived from the data objects of
base activities. In general, data aggregations may
apply aggregate functions on collections of data objects manipulated by base activities of a virtual activity. These aggregate functions are used in simple
statistical computations, including SUM, AVERAGE,
MAXIMUM and MINIMUM, that summarize information from data objects handled by the base
activities. Different roles may have different needs of
data aggregations that are defined by the process
modeler.
Let vai represent a virtual activity and aj denote a
base activity. Dr(vai) denotes the aggregate data object of vai for role r; D(aj) denotes the data object
r
handled by aj, i.e., data object of aj, for brevity; S vai
is the set of base activities that are specified in the
data aggregation of vai for role r; DS var i is the set of
r
data objects of base activities in S vai used to derive
the aggregate data object of vai for role r; and F
denotes an aggregate function.

S var i ={ aj | aj ∈ vai : aj is specified in the data
aggregation of vai for role r }

DS

r
vai

r

={ D(aj) | aj ∈ S vai }

The formal expression of aggregating the data
objects of base activities to derive the data object of
vai for role r is illustrated in the following.
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r

r
Dr(vai)= F ({D(aj) | aj ∈ S va }) i.e., Dr(vai) = F ( DS va
)
i
i

r

Notably, S vai may include all or partial base activities in vai, as specified in the data aggregation for
role r defined by the process modeler. The aggregate
function may apply to some or all data objects of base
activities in vai.

permissions on base activities in vai. Notably, if role r
only has the agg_view permission without the view
permission on aj, then role r can not read the data
object of aj. Moreover, the permissions have implied
relationships as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Permissions on activity.
Permissions
on activity aj
manage
execute
view
agg_view
awareness

3.3
Figure 1: Example of a virtual activity “scheduling production”.

Figure 1 illustrates a virtual activity “scheduling
production” which represents an abstraction of four
base activities “receiving order”, “check stock”,
“production FAB I” and “production FAB II”. Only
production data are described for clarity. The data
objects of “receiving order”, “check stock”, “production FAB I” and “production FAB II” are order
amount, stock amount, production amount (FAB I),
and production amount (FAB II), respectively. The
sales manager only needs to know the delivery
amount, including production distribution and stock
amount but not the production details.
sales manager

DS vai

= { D(production FAB I),

D(production FAB II), D(stock amount)}
The production manager may want to know the production amount but not the stock amount.
product manager

DS vai

= { D(production FAB I),

D(production FAB II)}

3.2

The Permissions on an Activity

A role is a job function defined as a named collection
of responsibilities, which reflect organizational
regulations and business procedures. Several permissions on an activity are defined and illustrated in
Table 1. A role is assigned a collection of the permissions on base activities. The permissions of role r
on a virtual activity vai can be derived from role r’s

Descriptions
Manage; Read the
data object of aj
Execute; Read/Write
the data object of aj
Read the data object
of aj
Read aggregate data
object
Be aware of aj

Implied Permissions on activity aj
view, agg_view,
awareness
view, agg_view,
awareness
agg_view,
awareness
awareness
null

Permissions on a Virtual Activity
without Considering Duty-conflict
Relationships among Base Activities

This section presents the derivations of the permissions of a role r on a virtual activity without considering duty-conflict relationships among the base
activities. Next section presents the derivations considering the duty-conflict relationships among the
base activities.
Let P(r, aj) be the set of permissions of role r on
an base activity aj and P(r, vai) be the set of permissions of role r on a virtual activity vai. For strict
privilege principle, P(r,vai) can be derived by the
intersection of permissions on base activities belong
to vai, as illustrated in the following.
P(r , vai ) =

I P(r , a )
j

∀a j∈vai

For example, the base activities, a1, a2 and a3 in
the base process, are aggregated into the virtual activity, va1, in the process-views. If P(r, a1), P(r, a2),
P(r, a3) is {manage}, {execute} and {view}, respectively. According to the strict privilege principle, P(r,
va1) are the intersection of permissions on base activities belong to va1, which results in {view}. Notably, the implied permissions shown in Table 1 should
be considered in deriving the permissions on a virtual
activity.
Above derivation may be too strict for data aggregation, since the derivation shows that if a role r does
not have agg_view permission on all base activities in
vai, then the permissions of role r on virtual activity
vai will not contain agg_view permission. However,
data aggregation may be specified on part of base
activities in vai. A role r should be able to read Dr(vai),
the aggregate data object of a virtual activity vai, if
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role r has the
r
agg_view permission on all base activity aj ∈ S vai ,
as described in the following equation.

agg_view ∈ P(r, vai), if P(r, aj) contains agg_view
r
permission for all aj ∈ S vai
If a role r has the agg_view permission but not the
view permission on a base activity aj in a virtual activity vai; the agg_view permission on vai is derived
for role r. Role r may deduce the data object of aj that
r does not have the permission to view. For example,
a virtual activity, va1, is aggregated from two base
activities, a1 and a2. A personal computer manufacturer contains two factories. Each factory reports the
amount of product to head office, where a1 reports the
amount of product in factory one, two thousands PCs,
and a2 reports the amount of product in factory two,
three thousands PCs. The va1 reports the total amount
of product in both factories, i.e. five thousands PCs.
However, the permission of a role r can only know
the amount of product in factory one, and not factory
two. Role r should not have the permission to know
the total amount of product in both factories, since the
amount of product in factory two may be deduced.
Accordingly, the derivation of the agg_view permission on a virtual activity is modified as the following,
by considering the data deduction rule.
Equation (1):

P(r , vai ) =

I P(r , a )
j

∀a j∈vai

agg_view ∈ P(r, vai), if P(r, aj) contains agg_view
r

permission for all aj ∈ S va ; and the data deduction rule
i

is satisfied.
Data deduction rule:
There is no data deduction on the data object of aj
r

for aj ∈ S va and view ∉ P(r, aj).
i

Some enterprises adopt lenient privilege principle
to increase the convenient and flexibility in process
management. Least privilege principle is to make sure
that only those permissions required for the activities
conducted by members of the role are assigned to the
role. For least privilege principle, the permissions of
role r on a virtual activity are the necessary access
rights defined by the process modeler.
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3.4

Permissions on a Virtual Activity
Considering Duty-conflict
Relationships among Base Activities

A base process contains a set of tasks, and some
duty-conflict relationships may exist among tasks.
The derivation of a role r’s permissions on a virtual
activity needs to consider duty-conflict relationships
among base activities.
For strict privilege principle (SPP), if the base
activities ax and ay are duty-conflict tasks, ax ⊕ ay;
virtual activity vai only contains two base activities ax
and ay, the permission of a role r on virtual activity vai
is illustrated in Table 2 (under SPP).
Two base activities ax and ay are duty-conflict
activities that are aggregated as a virtual activity vai.
According to the authorization rules for SoD, two
duty-conflict tasks cannot be assigned to the same
role. If role r has the execute permission on both base
activities ax and ay, then only the minimum and basic
permission “awareness” on vai can be authorized to
role r. Moreover, under the strict privilege principle,
if role r has the view permission on both base activities ax and ay, then only the “awareness” permission
on vai can be authorized to role r. Notably, the implied
permissions should be considered.
For the case that role r has the view permission on
ax and the agg_view permission on ay, the agg_view
permission on vai can be authorized to role r, if the
data deduction rule is satisfied; otherwise, only the
“awareness” permission on vai can be authorized to
role r. The data deduction rule states that there is no
r
data deduction on the data object of aj for aj ∈ S vai
and view ∉ P(r, aj). A role should not deduce some
unauthorized permissions on the data objects. For
example, three base activities are aggregated into a
virtual activity vai. If role r has the view permission
on one base activity ax and the agg_view permission
on the other two base activities ay and az, the agg_view
(e.g. SUM aggregation) permission on vai can be
authorized to role r, since role r can not deduce the
data information of ay and az. Nevertheless, if a role
has the view permission on ax and ay; and the
agg_view permission (no view permission) on az, the
agg_view (e.g. SUM aggregation) permission on vai
can not be authorized to role r, since role r can deduce
the data information of az. The other derivations are
similar, and thus are omitted for clarity.
In order to increase the flexibility, an organization
may adopt lenient privilege principle (LPP) as Table
2 (under LPP). The main difference between the strict
and lenient privilege principles is to loosen
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Table 2: Permissions of role r under strict and lenient privilege principle.
Permission on vai, vai = { ax, ay }

ax⊕ ay
Permission
on ax

Permission
on ay

execute

execute
manage
view
agg_view

manage

awareness
manage
view
agg_view

view

agg_view
awareness

awareness
view
agg_view
awareness
agg_view
awareness
awareness

under strict privilege principle
(under SPP)

under lenient privilege principle
(under LPP)

Awareness
awareness
awareness
agg_view (if data deduction rule is satisfied)
awareness(if data deduction rule is violated)
awareness
awareness
awareness
agg_view (if data deduction rule is satisfied)
awareness(if data deduction rule is violated)
awareness
awareness
agg_view (if data deduction rule is satisfied)
awareness(if data deduction rule is violated)
awareness
agg_view (if data deduction rule is satisfied)
awareness(if data deduction rule is violated)
awareness
awareness

the view-view violation. Under the strict privilege
principle, if role r has the view permission on both
base activities ax and ay, then only the “awareness”
permission on vai can be authorized to role r. For the
lenient privilege principle, if role r has the view permission on both base activities ax and ay or if role r
has the manage permission on ax and the view permission on ay, then the “view” permission on vai can
be authorized to role r. However, if role r has the
execute permission on both base activities ax and ay,
then only the “awareness” permission on vai can be
authorized to role r, in order to achieve the constraint
of SoD.
As described in section 3.2, if the “execute” permission on ax is authorized to role r, then the implied
permissions are also assigned to role r, i.e., P(r, ax) =
{execute, view, agg_view, awareness}. If role r also
has the “execute” permission on ay, then the “view”
permission on vai is derived for role r, according to
Table 2(under LPP), which violates the SoD principle.
To ensure no violation of SoD, the maximum privilege of role r’s permissions should be used to derive
role r’s permissions on vai. The privileges of the
permissions are ranked as follows: execute > manage
> view > agg_view > awareness. Let max Par denote
the maximum privilege of role r’s permission on
activity aj.
j

max Parj = the highest ranked permission in P(r, aj)

For duty conflict tasks, the maximum privileges of
role r’s permissions on base activities are used to

awareness
awareness
awareness
agg_view (if data deduction rule is satisfied)
awareness(if data deduction rule is violated)
awareness
awareness
view
agg_view (if data deduction rule is satisfied)
awareness(if data deduction rule is violated)
awareness
view
agg_view (if data deduction rule is satisfied)
awareness(if data deduction rule is violated)
awareness
agg_view (if data deduction rule is satisfied)
awareness(if data deduction rule is violated)
awareness
awareness

derive role r’s permissions on virtual activity, according to Table 2 (under LPP). Table 2 (under LPP)
shows the derivation of role r’s permission on a virtual activity that contains two duty-conflict activities.
The derivation for general cases that a virtual activity
may contain a set of base activities with duty-conflict
relationships is described as Fig. 2.
Algorithm The algorithm of derivation for general cases
begin
tmpVA ={}
for each pair of duty-conflict tasks ax⊕ ay and ax, ay ∈ vai
Create a temporary virtual activity tmpvaj = { ax, ay }

P(r, tmpvaj) = the set of permissions derived
according to Table 2 (under LPP),
r
r
by using the max Pax and max Pa y

tmpVA = tmpVA∪ { tmpvaj }
endfor;
for each base activity ax ∈ vai
if there is no ay ∈ vai such that ax⊕ ay then
tmpVA = tmpVA∪ { ax }
endfor;
P(r, vai) = I P (r , a j )
∀a j∈tmpVA

if P(r, aj) contains agg_view permission for all
r
aj ∈ S tmpVA
; and the data deduction rule
is satisfied.
P(r, vai) = P(r, vai) ∪ { agg_view }
end
Figure 2: The algorithm of derivation for general cases.
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The algorithm creates a temporary virtual activity,
tmpvaj for each pair of duty-conflict tasks ax and ay in
vai, where tmpvaj = { ax, ay }. Then role r’s permissions on tmpvaj are derived according to Table 2
(under LPP) by using the maximum privilege of P(r, ax)
and P(r, ay) (i.e. max Par and max Par ), respectively.
x

y

Once role r’s permissions on duty-conflict tasks are
derived, the algorithm then uses Equation (1) described in Section 3.3 to derive role r’s permissions
on the virtual activity vai.

4

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORKS

Authorization management and access control are
essential in supporting secure workflow management
systems. Process-view is a good solution that different workflow participants acquire different needs and
types of authority. This work analyzes the grouping
and aggregate function of a virtual activity; and further, explains the permissions of a virtual activity in a
process-view. Moreover, this work discusses the
permissions for a role on a virtual activity aggregated
from duty-conflict base activities.
Our future work will address two themes. First,
duty-conflict relationships are essential to design SoD
constraints. Further work is necessary to explore
more kinds of duty-conflict relationships. Second,
inter-organization workflows are gaining importance
in B-to-B commerce. Although some works have
addressed access control in this aspect, they disregard
the coordination behavior in inter-organizational
workflows (Schulz and Orlowska, 2004). Future research will be to investigate the authorizations and
access control in inter-organizational workflows.
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